
Diving at night is a thrilling activity. The underwater world
looks completely different. Some animals that are never
seenduring daytime comeout at night. At night, corals that
seem bare rock become colourful, and anemones such as
the Alicia Mirabilis extend their long tentacles when it
becomes dark.

Another unique aspect of night diving is your increased
attention for detail. A reef offers an overwhelming visual
impression at daytime. All those colours and movement
draw your attention away from the details. At night your
field of vision is limited to the area that is illuminated by
your torch. Night diving attracts your attention to features
ofadivesite thatyousimplyoverlookduringday.

Night diving extends your range of diving activities and
allows you to enjoy the underwater world after working
hours. Youhardlyneedanyadditional equipment.Themain
light for night diving is also used to bring back colours on
dives during daytime. A back-up light is always useful to
carry.

Night diving does require additional skills as well as
additional aspects to be taken into account for dive
planning and dive preparation. This initiation covers the
theoryneeded toparticipate innightdives.
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Communication at night

Communication begings with getting the attention of your
buddy. The easiest way to do this is to pointwith your torch
on the same spot that your buddy is illuminatingwith their
own torch. Move your light through the illuminated area.
Your buddy will be observing that area and thus likely to
notice the movement of another light source. Do not point
your light in thedirection of your buddy, as thiswouldblind
them.

The two most important signals (confirming that you are
Okay and signalling an emergency) have a special “night
version”. You can signal OK by making a circle with your
torch or indicate that you need help by moving your torch
upanddown.

For other communication
you use normal hand
signals and assure that they
are visible to your buddy.
Instructors communicate
often and many make it a
habit to attach a chemical
light stick with an elastic
strap in the palm of their
hand. Another option is to
attach a small light to the
inside of their wrist. This
assures enough adequate
illumination when giving a
hand signal. If you did not
prepare in this way for
communication, then you
need to light your hand while giving a signal. While doing
thatyoumustmakesure that your torch is aimedaway from
youreyesand fromtheeyesofotherdivers.

Emergency Okay



Considerations for Night Diving

Whendiving at night, youwill have to be able to perform the same skills aswhendiving during daytime, but now (inmost cases)
without seeing what you are doing. You have to perform all actions before, during, and after a dive by feeling rather than by
looking at what you are doing. To simplify night dives, many divers prefer to do them from a boat. The light on the boat allows
divers to complete all procedures before and after the dive (suiting up, buddy check, entry, exit, etc.) the sameway andwith the
same ease as during daytime. Also navigation during a night dive from a boat can be rather easywhen the boat is well prepared
(forexamplebyplacingnavigation lightson theanchorchain).

When diving from shore, you are confronted with an increased need to adapt to the dark. Preparations before the dive and
procedures after the dive are likely to be affected by the dark. Entries and exits comewith a higher risk of injury. You cannot see
what you are steppingon (evenwhen shining your dive light on thewater). For thepreparationof the equipment and suiting-up,
setting up a light could be an option. However, sometimes it is better to work in the dark because the light attracts too many
mosquitoes.To reducedifficulty, youcould consider settingup thegear indaylight. The choice toparticipate innightdivescomes
with the obligation of being able to performall general diving skills by touch. In addition to general diving skills, communication
andnavigationareaffectedbya lackof light.

Navigation requires some preparation. Natural navigation does not work very
well because you do not have an overview of your surroundings – you only see
the small spot illuminated by your dive light and that does not give you a lot of
informationwith respect towhere you are. A compass ismore suitable, but you
have to pay attention to compass deviation. The electronic circuit in your torch
can have a strong magnetic field that makes the compass needle point in the
wrong direction. You should shine your light on your compass and then move
the torchaway fromitandnavigatebythe illuminating featuresof thecompass.

The navigation above the surface might also require some preparation. There
is normally enough light on the shore to navigate back at the end of the dive. If
there isno light, youneed toplacea light yourself inorder to findyourwayback
(as youwould use the navigation lights from a boat to find the way back at the
end of a boat dive). As on a boat, it is recommended that someone stays at the
surfacewith the light(s) to insure that it is not taken away and to have someone to be able to take action if the light failswhile the
diversarestill in thewater.

In some areas a single light is not
enough. Some dive spots require
exiting at a precise location – 10
meters to the right or to the left an exit
would either be impossible or too
dangerous. On such locations you
should place two lights on the shore,
which are lined up behind the exit
point. The divers should then swim
parallel along the coast until the two
lights are in line, before approaching
the coast for exiting. It is helpful when
one of the lights is higher than the
other or if the lights have different
colours. In that way it is immediately
clear to thedivers tomove to the leftor
to the right in order to bring the lights
in line. When using lights of different
colours, you should choose colours
that will not confuse the navigation of
boat traffic.
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Light is important during a night dive and each diver
should be equipped with more than one light. Each of
these lights has a specific purpose. Themain torch is the
strongest. It is meant for the enjoyment of the dive,
allowing you to observe the nocturnal underwater life
(the other lights are not for pleasure, but for safety). A
torch for night diving should have a relatively narrow
beam. During day you use a light to bring colour back to
the underwater life, but at night the torch is the only
source of light. If the beam is toowide (in less than ideal
visibility) the light will reflect on particles in the water
and will blind you in the same manner as might be
familiar from driving your car at night in the fog. Before
the dive you should assure that the light is completely
chargedorhas freshbatteries.

If you and your buddy are the only divers visiting the
dive spot that night, it will be immediately clear where
your buddy is. It is hard to lose contact with your buddy

at night, as his torch immediately informs you of his location. When more divers visit the same spot, you need some way of
identifying which one of the divers is your buddy. At night all divers look like a black spot with a torch in the hand. To identify
individual divers chemical light sticks or small torcheswith colour filters are used. The colour of the light, combinedwithwhere
the diver wears the light helps you
to identify your buddy. You would
not want to start your dive with
onebuddyandend itwithanother.

The last source of light would be
your back-up or safety torch. This
can be a smaller light because it is
onlymeant to beused to end a dive
in a safe manner. The torch is used
to read your instruments, to signal
your buddy and to have enough
light to complete all procedures
related toasafeascent.

For maximum enjoyment of a
night dive and to improve safety, it is recommended that you opt for a dive site where you knowwhere to go and where you are
awareof anypeculiarities that site has. Theonlyway to guarantee that is toopt for adive site that youhave already visitedduring
daytime.

In some locations your dive gear would become full of sand and dirt from laying it down at thewrong place. At night you have a
substantial risk of choosing thewrong spot. You cankeep equipment cleanbyworking out of your gearbag. This requires you to
pack the gear bag so that the things you need first are on top.
Assure a clean area to stand (maybe use the floor mat of a car or
something similar). The first thing you should take from the bag is
your suit, followed by the booties. With your suit and booties on,
the next thing should be the BCD, and then the regulator. This
allowsyou toprepareyourscubaunit.

Probably the last items to come out of the bag are your mask and
fins.When you return from the dive, youwork in the reverse order.
Collect your gear bag and immediately put in your fins and other
items you have in your hands (such as maybe a hood or gloves).
After taking off your mask, you immediately put it in the gear bag.
The general idea is that everything you take off immediately goes
into thebag, rather thanbeingplacedsomewhere for laterpacking.
This procedure also helps to prevent loss of equipment, which
could easily happen in thedark. Inland lakes in temperate climates
often belong to the type of dive site where keeping the equipment
clean is achallenge.

Keeping Your Equipment Clean when Diving from Shore
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Taking Care of O-Rings

Every time a torch is opened remove the O-ring(s). To do
this you can use some tissue. Exert light pressure on both
sides of the O-ring and push the O-ring to the side. Thiswill
move the O-ring out of its position and allow you to grab it
with your other hand to remove it. You should clean all
surfaces thatget incontactwith theO-ring.

The O-ring itself needs to be cleaned to remove old grease
and dirt. While doing so you should verify the condition of
the O-ring. Look for damage and cracks. Check if the O-ring
is of equal diameter for the entire length. If an O-ring was
squeezed at some spot in the torch (because of wrong
placement) it will be flattened and should not be used
again. Make sure that the tissue that is used to clean the O-
ringdoesnot leaveanyresidueor fibreson it.

Once the O-ring is cleaned, it needs to be greased again.
There are different types of silicone grease and you need to
make use of the type that is recommended by the
manufacturer fromyour torch.

Don't use too much silicone grease. In the picture, the O-
ring at the bottom has too much grease, the one in the
middle is dry and the O-ring to the left is greased correctly.
The grease should be just enough to allow the O-ring to
slide into place the moment the ambient pressure
increases. Put some grease on a finger and then lubricate
theO-ringuntil it is shiny.

Prevent O-rings from being twisted when you put it in
place. A twisted O-ring does not seal. Twisted O-rings are a
commoncauseof flooding.

Greasing an O-ring must be the last thing you do before
putting it in place. Dust, sand and hairs stick to silicone
grease. If you lay it away for a moment to prepare
something else, you have to start the cleaning of the O-ring
all overagain.

Rechargeable Batteries

Most torches fordiving can beusedwithnormal disposable
batteries. If you use a dive light only every now and then,
that may be your best choice. There are environmental
concerns in the use of batteries. Heavy metals (such as the
Cadmium in NiCad batteries) are a source of pollution.
Rechargeable batteries are more environmentally friendly
if they last sufficiently long.

Decreased performance of rechargeable batteries over
time is often blamed on the “memory effect”. Unfortunately
this is hardly ever the case. Memory effects can be undone,
but damage to the battery cannot. In most cases loss of
battery performance is caused by damage due to
overcharging or completely emptying a torch to zero. If
multiple batteries are used, one will be empty before the
others. The remaining cells cause damage by “forcing”
electricity through theemptycell.

If rechargeable batteries are used for underwater torches,
some simple procedures may aid in keeping them
functional over a long period of time. The first point of
attention is to never keep batteries in a charger longer than
recommended for a full charge. Some chargers are
“intelligent” and charge only when needed, but most are
not. Overcharging occurs when the charger does not shut
down. The second point is to shut down a torch when the
intensity of the light reduces. Most batteries hold complete
voltage until they are almost empty. Dimming light is thus
an indication that thebatteriesarealmost empty.

Regardless if disposableor rechargeable batteries areused,
theyshouldbe removed fromthe torch. It is alwayspossible
that a torch developed a small leak. The fact that a torch
functioned throughout a dive does not mean that it is
completely dry inside. Moisture can cause batteries to
corrode and can prevent the electric circuit from being
completely shut down. Both can lead to chemical leakage.
Depending on the type of battery, chemical leakage can
cause damage to the torch and release an explosive gas
mixture.


